Colonies of eusocial Hymenoptera, such as ants, bees and wasps, have long been recognized as candidates for the study of genomic imprinting on the grounds of evolutionary conflicts that arise from close interactions among colony members and relatedness asymmetry owing to haplodiploidy. Although a general kinship theory of genomic imprinting predicts its occurrence under various circumstances of the colony life cycle, new theoretical approaches are required to account for the specifics of real colonies based on recent advances in molecular-level understanding of ants and honeybees. Using a multivariate quantitative genetic model, we examined the potential impact of genomic imprinting on genes that determine the carrier female's propensity to develop into the queen caste. When queen overproduction owing to the increased propensity comes at a colony-level cost, the conflict between maternally and paternally inherited genes in polyandrous (queen multiple mating) colonies favours genomic imprinting. Moreover, we show that the genomic imprinting can occur even under monandry (queen single mating), once incorporating the costs differentially experienced by new males and new queens. Our model predicts the existence of imprinted 'genetic royal cheats' with patriline-specific expression in polyandrous colonies, and seems consistent with the paternal effect on queen determination in monandrous Argentine ants.
INTRODUCTION
The evolution of organismal complexity is characterized by transitions that lead independent, self-replicating molecules towards being members of a higher unit of replication, such as chromosomes, sexes, eukaryotic cells, multi-cellular organisms and eusocial colonies (also known as major evolutionary transitions [1] ). Once such a transition has occurred, members of the higher unit usually show extreme cohesiveness, as long as they share a common fitness interest by replicating themselves together. However, when another path of fitness acquisition becomes available for limited members of the unit, evolutionary conflict arises between these members and the others over the use of different paths. Examples include various selfish genetic elements in eukaryotes [2] , male -female antagonism in sexual reproduction [3] and queen-worker conflict in eusocial insects [4] .
Genomic imprinting is an epigenetic phenomenon considered to be a possible mechanism that provides a new path of fitness acquisition available only to one sex in the system of sexual reproduction (reviewed in the study of Burt & Trivers [2] ). Genomic imprinting involves sex-specific differential modifications of DNA sequences during germline formation at each generation; these modifications are inherited by somatic cells of offspring and result in parent-of-origin-specific silencing or upregulation of allele expression. When fitness depends on the level of gene expression, allele-specific expression regulation provides an incentive for each allele to modify its expression differently so as to maximize its fitness. Haig's kinship theory of genomic imprinting [5, 6] provides a theoretical framework that can explain genomic imprinting as a result of conflict between paternally and maternally inherited alleles over the offspring's trait. A prime example is genes involved in sibling competition for resource acquisition from their mother. When the diploid mother mates with multiple diploid males, an allele in the sibling derived from her mate (the 'patrigene' hereafter [7] ) must compete with those in the other siblings who share the same allele with a probability less than 1/2, whereas an allele in the sibling derived from the mother ('matrigene') must not do so because the cost of competition falls upon those in the other siblings who share the same allele with a probability of 1/2. Once available to the focal genes, genomic imprinting is predicted to elicit specific expression of patrigenes and silencing of matrigenes. The expression patterns of several mammalian embryonic genes (e.g. Igf2) are consistent with this prediction of kinship theory [8] .
In the example just given, close interaction between half-siblings and relatedness asymmetry from the standpoint of alleles underlie the evolution of genomic imprinting. A similar situation is expected in eusocial hymenopteran colonies, representing another major evolutionary transition. Eusocial Hymenoptera represents one of the best studied examples of evolutionary conflict, which arises from social interaction among family members and relatedness asymmetry owing to haplodiploidy (reviewed in the work of Ratnieks et al. [9] ). As for the capability of epigenetic modification, it has recently been shown that DNA methylation occurs widely to various extents among ants, bees and wasps [10] . Moreover, emerging data from whole-genome sequences of the honeybee (Apis mellifera) and several ant species indicate that a DNA methylation toolkit is conserved across eusocial Hymenoptera [11 -17] . It has long been recognized that the kinship theory of genomic imprinting might be applicable to various conflicts in eusocial Hymenoptera, including those over sex allocation, reproductive division of labour, brood rearing, policing, nest-mate discrimination and dispersal [2,6,7,18 -21] . Although direct evidence is lacking, some studies suggested the occurrence of genomic imprinting in eusocial Hymenoptera by showing paternal effects on worker defensive behaviour in honeybees [22] and on queen caste determination in Argentine ants (Linepithema humile) [23] .
In this study, we investigate the potential impact of genomic imprinting on the gene(s) that favours the immature carrier female developing into a queen in eusocial Hymenoptera (hereafter referred to as 'queen gene imprinting'). Queens are generally larger than workers and consume more resources during their development. Given that resources are limited for the colony, a queen-destined female confronts costly competition with other queen-destined females for the limited resources, making the situation analogous to sibling competition for resource acquisition from the mother. Moreover, when there is a resource allocation trade-off between queen and worker production in the colony, queen overproduction should impose a cost on colony productivity owing to a decrease in the workforce. In social evolution theory, these circumstances are predisposed to the 'tragedy of the commons' [24] that is suffered by all siblings.
We used a formal quantitative genetic model of genomic imprinting originally developed by Mochizuki et al. [25] for the analysis of embryonic gene expression. This model allows for rigorous assessment of the feasibility of the kinship (or inclusive-fitness-based) theory of genomic imprinting. By modifying the model to incorporate haplodiploidy and eusociality, we first show that polyandry (multiple mating by the queen) leads to queen gene imprinting, in which the patrigene is expressed and the matrigene is silenced. By taking into account the differential cost of the tragedy of the commons with respect to sex of the new reproductive offspring, we identify the conditions under which queen gene imprinting with patrigene-specific expression evolves even under monandry (single mating by the queen), and those under which matrigene-specific expression evolves instead. Finally, we discuss how recent findings of the heritable components of queen caste determination in social bees and ants may relate to our model.
THE MODEL
A eusocial hymenopteran colony is assumed to be headed by N unrelated queens, each of which mated with P unrelated males. The mother queen produces F female and M male eggs throughout her life, and workers are assumed to be completely sterile. During her growth, a female takes the queen developmental pathway with a probability Q (0 Q 1). A colony-mean value of the probability Q represents the fraction of queens among female offspring produced in the colony. Then we consider a gene (or a set of genes) whose expression level contributes exclusively to Q in a monotonically increasing manner from the origin. The gene is assumed to be susceptible to imprinting (i.e. has an alleledependent differential capacity to be epigenetically modified), and thus the expression of alleles can contribute to Q at a different extent depending on its parent of origin at each generation. Then the trait of the focal gene is characterized by a pair of values: the contributions when transmitted maternally (matrigene) and paternally (patrigene). Furthermore, matrigene and patrigene of the focal gene are assumed to contribute additively to Q in diploid females. Denoting the population-mean traits of matrigene and patrigene by m and p, respectively, the expected Q as a function of m and p becomes
Mutations that alter the contribution of matrigenes to Q are assumed not to affect that of patrigenes, and vice versa. Denoting the mutant traits of matrigene and patrigene by m and p, respectively, the expected Q of a female that inherits a rare mutant matrigene becomes Q½m; p ¼ m þ p and that of one who inherits a rare mutant patrigene becomes Q½ m; p ¼ m þ p: Because 0 Q 1, the ranges of m and p are constrained to fall in 0 m 1, 0 p 1 and 0 (m þ p) 1 for both residents and mutants.
(a) Fitness functions The increased Q may impose a cost on the productivity of the whole colony in the form of the tragedy of the commons (see §1), represented by the decreased survival of new reproductive individuals. We express the decreasing effect as a power of (1 2 Q), which is a straightforward representation of a fraction of workers among female offspring. After the tragedy, the numbers of new queens and new males, respectively, from the resident colony with the population-mean traits become where g and d are non-negative power indices that determine how the survival of the new reproductive individuals decreases by increasing Q (i.e. ¼0, unaffected; ,1, convex; ¼1, linear; .1, concave). The tragedy of the commons inflicted by male offspring would be more likely to result from reduced workforce than from competition between new queens. In the present model, fitness is defined as the multiplication rate of a gamete produced by the parental generation to the gametic phase of the offspring generation. In the haplodiploid sex determination system, an allele in a parent has the following three inheritance routes: (I) mother to daughter as matrigene, (II) mother to son as matrigene, and (III) father to daughter as patrigene, denoted by w I , w II and w III , respectively. Thus, using formula (2.2a,b), the parent-of-origin-dependent fitness functions of a mutant allele invaded in a resident colony become
3aÞ
and
where D denotes the number of queens a male mates with. In the right-hand sides of these equations, the factors 1/2 and 1/P in the first part indicate that the fitness is evaluated at the gametic level, and the last part corresponds to the cost of the tragedy of the commons (or a power of worker fraction in the mutant-invaded colony) when one of the N mother queens harbours a mutant allele as a heterozygote (equation (2.3a,b)) and when one of the N mother queens has mated with P males, one of which had a mutant allele (equation (2.3c)).
(b) Evolutionary dynamics
We use a multivariate quantitative genetic model that was originally developed to study sexual selection [26] , and has been applied to the analyses of genomic imprinting of mammalian embryos [25, 27] and social conflict [28] . The model assumes weak selection acting on the traits considered but does not require normality of the distribution of genetic values. In the following analysis, no genetic covariance is assumed to exist between m and p.
Calculating per-generation changes in population-mean traits m and p caused by selection on genetic variances of patrigenes and matrigenes, with relevant weights for the haplodiploid system (2/3 for females and 1/3 for males, which represents the sex-specific reproductive value), yields the following equations:
where the factor 1/3 corresponds to the scale of selection at the allelic level, G m and G p denote additive genetic variances of the traits m and p, and b m and b p are selection gradients acting on m and p. Using the fitness functions defined in equation (2.3a-c) and keeping in mind that w I and w II are independent of p and that w III is independent of m, the selection gradients b m and b p are [27] , and justification of the underlying quantitative genetic model is given by Iwasa et al. [26] . Note also that the inheritance pattern of haplodiploidy is the same as that of X chromosomes analysed by Iwasa & Pomiankowski [27] .
RESULTS
First, we present a simplified version of our model, in which we assume that the tragedy of the commons owing to an increased Q is equally costly to new queens and new males; that is, When c ¼ 0, the two nullclines always overlap onto m þ p ¼ 1, forming a line of neutrally stable equilibrium towards which the population-mean trait Q½ m; p evolves from the initial state satisfying 0 m , 1, 0 p , 1 and 0 , ð m þ pÞ , 1 (figure 1a). Because no cost of an increased Q is assumed here, Q½ m; p reaches 1. When c . 0, both nullclines lie within the triangular region defined above ( figure 1b-d) . The condition of coincidence of the two nullclines is given by solving N/(N þ c) ¼ NP/(NP þ c), yielding P ¼ 1. That is, there is no selective force for queen gene imprinting when the mother queen is monandrous ( figure 1b) . In contrast, when the mother queen is polyandrous, even if only slightly, on average (i.e. P . 1), the nullcline D p ¼ 0 always has a larger intercept than that of D m ¼ 0 ( figure 1c) . This means that the optimal Q½ m; p for the patrigene becomes higher than the optimum for the matrigene, leading to a conflict between the two alleles. Starting from any initial state, the population-mean trait Q½ m; p quickly evolves into the region between the two nullclines. Here, m decreases according to the interest of the matrigene, whereas p increases to satisfy the interest of the patrigene. The resulting trajectory reaches a state (black circle in Genomic imprinting in queen caste fate S. Dobata and K. Tsuji 2555 figure 1c) under which the matrigene is silenced (i.e. m ¼ 0) and the patrigene expresses solely to realize its own optimum of Q½ m; p,
Although the degree of polygyny with unrelated queens N affects the equilibrium value of Q½ m; p, it does not affect the evolutionary dynamics described above. 
respectively. This alteration creates the opportunity for queen gene imprinting (i.e. two nullclines do not coincide) even when the mother queen is monandrous. In a monandrous colony (P ¼ 1), the evolutionary dynamics of queen gene imprinting depend on g and d, which alter the location of the two nullclines and thus When a mother queen is polyandrous on average (P . 1), the evolutionary consequences become more complex. The condition of coincidence of the two nullclines is given
When g , d, the right-hand side of equation (3.4) is always less than 1, and the matrigene is always silenced at the evolutionary equilibrium. When g . d, the righthand side of equation (3.4) is larger than 1, and there arises an intermediate level of polyandry below and above which the matrigene-specific and patrigene-specific expressions evolve, respectively. Figure 2 summarizes the conditions for the evolution of queen gene imprinting.
DISCUSSION
The present multivariate quantitative genetic model formally confirmed the applicability of the kinship theory of genomic imprinting to eusocial Hymenoptera [7, 18, 20, 21] , by explicitly showing the evolutionary process through which extreme asymmetry in matrigene and patrigene expression can evolve continuously and concurrently from the initial symmetry. The present approach also has a relative advantage in incorporating explicit colony life history and the resulting nonlinear fitness effects, which may often be confusing in inclusive fitness approaches. Our model thus extends the scope of the generalized kinship theory allowing for a single trait and can provide a rigorous basis for detailed predictions about the mode of genomic imprinting for particular traits in eusocial Hymenoptera. For simplicity, we assumed that Q is determined solely by immature females and did not analyse the correlated evolution of a workers' trait that may reduce Q (i.e. caste fate policing [29] ). This treatment is equivalent to assuming the workers' effects as a fixed constant, so that the subsequent analysis of evolutionary trajectory is not affected by them. Increasing evidence suggests that genomic imprinting may influence social traits in hymenopteran colonies [11 -17,22,23] (see §1). In this study, we focused on the possibility of queen gene imprinting. Recent studies have revealed various heritable components of queenworker caste differentiation, urging a reconsideration of the traditional view that the differentiation is controlled solely by environmental factors [30] . In the following, we discuss how queen gene imprinting relates to these recent findings and can successfully explain some of the peculiar caste determination systems.
A clear prediction of the present model is that polyandry leads to queen gene imprinting with patrigene-specific expression. The prediction itself has already been made by a previous study [7] using inclusive fitness approach: briefly, patrigene relatedness within maternal sibships (or 'coevals') declines with the degree of polyandry, whereas matrigene relatedness does not. Also, our initial analysis, which assumed g ¼ d, corresponds to the situation in [7] , where female behaviours affect both sexes of coevals evenly. Honeybees and several ant species, such as 'AenEcDo' army ants (sensu [31] ), 'higher' leaf-cutting ants (Atta and Acromyrmex) and harvester ants (Pogonomyrmex), are known to show high degrees of polyandry [32] . Future studies should examine the existence of paternal genetic effects on the trait influencing queen development in these polyandrous species (for instance, by using cross-breeding experiments [22, 23, 33] ).
The patrigene that influences queen development in polyandrous colonies under queen gene imprinting can be understood as a kind of selfish gene, because it evolves to drive the carrier female to take more colony resources at the cost of fitness of other colony members. This selfishness of patrigenes is peculiar in that its expression is realized only when transmitted paternally. Marker-based parentage analyses in honeybees and the leaf-cutting ant Acromyrmex echinator have revealed the excessive presence of certain patrilines among new queens [34 -39] . One difficulty in applying a selfish-gene perspective to this phenomenon (e.g. 'genetic royal cheats' [39] ) is that it is unclear whether and how this selfish gene can avert the tragedy of the commons, especially when transmitted maternally (i.e. at least half of the female offspring in the monogynous colony harbour the selfish allele). There is an alternative explanation that attributes this phenomenon to compatibility between matrigenes and patrigenes, which can create an apparent excess of certain patrilines in new queens, as has been demonstrated by a cross-breeding experiment in the harvester ant Pogonomyrmex rugosus [33] . Queen gene imprinting in the polyandrous colony seems to provide another explanation within the selfishgene framework: the expression of the 'royal cheat' Genomic imprinting in queen caste fate S. Dobata and K. Tsuji 2557 mutant trait is permitted only when transmitted paternally, because matrigenes have already evolved to be silenced. Whether and how genomic imprinting and the other possible mechanisms contribute to the observed patriline bias and the low-frequency persistence of tentative 'royal cheat' alleles deserves further study. Queen gene imprinting with patrigene-specific expression has further implications. For example, it might be applied to other systems of patriline-dependent genetic caste determination, such as social hybridogenesis in Pogonomyrmex harvester ants, in which the mother queen requires both within-and between-lineage matings that result in exclusive production of new queens and workers, respectively [40] .
Despite the general expectation that it might be found in polyandrous species, the first evidence of a paternal effect on queen caste determination was reported from a monandrous species, the Argentine ant L. humile [23] . This species has a unicolonial social structure with multiple unrelated queens, which corresponds to N ) 1 and P ¼ 1 in our model. By incorporating the ecology of eusocial hymenopteran colonies, the present model can also explain how queen gene imprinting evolves under monandry (figure 2). The sufficient condition is sex specificity in the cost of an increased Q on new reproductive offspring (i.e. g = d in equation (2.2a,b) ). This prediction corresponds to a generalized situation analysed in previous studies [7, 8] , where female behaviours affect differently depending on the sex of coevals. In our model, the cost is due to the tragedy of the commons (or an increased Q), an assumption that has a unique consequence in the context of eusocial hymenopteran colonies, as shown below. When new males are more susceptible to the tragedy than are new queens (g , d), this relative cost is inflicted only on matrigenes because haploid males inherit only matrigenes (i.e. patrigenes are unrelated to male coevals), which gives the matrigenes an incentive to contribute less to queen development and leads to their silencing even under monandry. This sex-differential susceptibility results in the trade-off in the numbers of new queens and new males, because the increased fraction of female immatures that follow the queen developmental trajectory through the increase of Q results in a decreased number of new males through the tragedy of the commons,
, as long as the increase of Q outweighs the cost of the tragedy on the new queens themselves, (1 2 Q) g (see equation (2.2a,b) ). Alternatively, the relative cost of the increased Q can also be interpreted as negative pleiotropy of the queen gene. In our formulation, this pleiotropy can arise from the expression of queen gene existing in males even if the tragedy itself is equally costly to both sexes, because equation (2.2a,b) can be in the form of (the initial number of new reproductive individuals) Â (their survival):
In both scenarios, the resulting trade-off can be viewed as a peculiar case of intralocus sexual conflict [37, 41, 42] caused by the queen gene. Interestingly, the observed negative correlation between the numbers of new males and new queens in controlled crosses of L. humile [23] seems consistent with this view. However, for rigorous testing of this prediction, an experimental method should be used that can evaluate the relative cost of the increased Q inflicted by males. In addition, future theoretical studies should investigate the effect of this type of sex allocation trade-off on the conflict over sex allocation, another important conflict in eusocial hymenopteran colonies [4, 43, 44] .
In contrast, when new queens are more susceptible to the increased Q than new males (g . d; the extreme case d ¼ 0 corresponds to the analysis of Haig [18] ), it is patrigenes that suffer from the relative cost, because in haplodiploids patrigenes exist solely in female offspring. In particular, patrigenes in colonies with P , 2 have higher relatedness to female coevals than their matrigene counterparts do. The subsequent evolution also depends on the degree of polyandry and on how long the focal gene stays in each sex in the long run (in haplodiploids, 2/3 of the generations in females and 1/3 in males, which represents the sex-specific reproductive value). Thus, there arises an intermediate level of polyandry, 1 , P , 2, below and above which queen gene imprinting with matrigene-specific and patrigene-specific expression evolves, respectively (figure 2).
In recent years, an increasing number of molecular resources of eusocial Hymenoptera have become available, including whole-genome sequence data of honeybees and several ant species mentioned here [12] [13] [14] [15] [16] [17] . These resources provide a novel opportunity to test the theory of genomic imprinting directly at the molecular level. Among other possible alternatives, including histone modifications and trans-acting non-coding RNAs, DNA methylation is the best-studied mechanism responsible for genomic imprinting. The role of DNA methylation during queen-worker differentiation has been extensively studied in honeybees as an emerging model system, taking advantage of phenotypic distinctiveness induced by external factors such as royal jelly [45, 46] . Furthermore, recent genomic and epigenomic studies have revealed that sequences coding for the DNA methyltransferase family (Dnmt1 and Dnmt3), constituting a fully functional DNA methylation toolkit, are conserved across honeybees and ants [11] [12] [13] [14] [15] [16] [17] , and that genes possibly involved in queenworker differentiation show symptoms of active methylation (i.e. reduced ratio of observed CpG dinucleotides compared with genome average) in some ants (L. humile [15] , Pogonomyrmex barbatus [14] ; but the underlying mechanism might be complex-see [46] ). However, the current focus is mainly on de novo modification of methylation levels during development, rather than genomic imprinting during germline formation and its maintenance. Future studies should investigate whether and how the differences in methylation levels (as well as other epigenetic modifications) are influenced by genomic imprinting.
The present study provides several candidate species (polyandrous species and L. humile) that are worth exploring for the possibility of queen gene imprinting. The most definitive test is to show that the genes considered here are indeed imprinted, which will extend our understanding of epigenetics, as well as strengthen the integrity of evolutionary theory.
